
Bayesian rules of probability as principles of logic [Cox]
Notation: pr(x |I) is the probability (or pdf) of x being true given information I

1 Sum rule: If set {x i} is exhaustive and exclusive,∑
i

pr(x i |I) = 1 −→
∫

dx pr(x |I) = 1

implies marginalization (integrating out or integrating in)

pr(x |I) =
∑

j

pr(x , y j |I) −→ pr(x |I) =

∫
dy pr(x , y |I)

2 Product rule: expanding a joint probability of x and y

pr(x , y |I) = pr(x |y , I) pr(y |I) = pr(y |x , I) pr(x |I)

If x and y are mutually independent: pr(x |y , I) = pr(x |I), then

pr(x , y |I) −→ pr(x |I) pr(y |I)

Rearranging the second equality yields Bayes’ theorem

pr(x |y , I) =
pr(y |x , I) pr(x |I)

pr(y |I)



Applying Bayesian methods to LEC estimation

Definitions:
a ≡ vector of LECs =⇒ coefficients of an expansion (a0,a1, . . .)
D ≡ measured data (e.g., cross sections)
I ≡ all background information (e.g., data errors, EFT details)

Bayes theorem: How knowledge of a is updated

pr(a|D, I)︸ ︷︷ ︸
posterior

= pr(D|a, I)︸ ︷︷ ︸
likelihood

× pr(a|I)︸ ︷︷ ︸
prior

/ pr(D|I)︸ ︷︷ ︸
evidence

Posterior: probability distribution for LECs given the data

Likelihood: probability to get data D given a set of LECs

Prior: What we know about the LECs a priori

Evidence: Just a normalization factor here
[Note: The evidence is important in model selection]

The posterior lets us find the most probable values of parameters or
the probability they fall in a specified range (“credibility interval”)



Limiting cases in applying Bayes’ theorem
Suppose we are fitting a parameter H0 to some data D given a model M1 and
some information (e.g., about the data or the parameter)

Bayes’ theorem tells us how to find
the posterior distribution of H0:

pr(H0|D,M1, I) =

pr(D|H0,M1, I)× pr(H0|M1, I)
pr(D|I)

[From P. Gregory, “Bayesian Logical Data Analysis

for the Physical Sciences”]
Special cases:
(a) If the data is overwhelming, the prior has no effect on the posterior
(b) If the likelihood is unrestrictive, the posterior returns the prior



Toy model for natural EFT [Schindler/Phillips, Ann. Phys. 324, 682 (2009)]

“Real world”: g(x) = (1/2 + tan (πx/2))2

“Model” ≈ 0.25 + 1.57x + 2.47x2 +O(x3)

atrue = {0.25,1.57,2.47,1.29, . . .}

Generate synthetic data D with noise with 5% relative error:

D : dj = gj × (1 + 0.05ηj ) where gj ≡ g(xj )

η is normally distributed random noise→ σj = 0.05 gj ηj

Pass 1: pr(a|D, I) ∝ pr(D|a, I) pr(a|I) with pr(a|I) ∝ constant

=⇒ pr(a|D, I) ∝ e−χ
2/2 where χ2 =

N∑

j=1

1
σ2

j

(
dj −

M∑

i=0

aix i

)2

That is, if we assume no prior information about the LECs (uniform
prior), the fitting procedure is the same as least squares!
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Toy model Pass 1: Uniform prior

Find the maximum of the posterior distribution; this is the same as
fitting the coefficients with conventional χ2 minimization.
Pseudo-data: 0.03 < x < 0.32.

M χ2/dof a0 a1 a2

true 0.25 1.57 2.47
1 2.24 0.203±0.01 2.55±0.11
2 1.64 0.25±0.02 1.6±0.4 3.33±1.3
3 1.85 0.27±0.04 0.95±1.1 8.16±8.1
4 1.96 0.33±0.07 −1.9±2.7 44.7±32.6
5 1.39 0.57±0.3 −14.8±6.9 276±117

Pass 1 results

Results highly unstable with changing order M (e.g., see a1)

The errors become large and also unstable

But χ2/dof is not bad! Check the plot . . .



Toy model Pass 1: Uniform prior
Would we know the results were unstable if we didn’t know the
underlying model? Maybe some unusual structure at M = 3 . . .

Insufficient data =⇒ not high or low enough in x, or not enough
points, or available data not precise (entangled!)

Determining parameters at finite order in x from data with
contributions from all orders



Toy model Pass 2: A prior for naturalness
Now, add in our knowledge of the coefficients in the form of a prior

pr(a|D) =

(
M∏

i=0

1√
2πR

)
exp

(
− a2

2R2

)

R encodes “naturalness” assumption, and M is order of expansion.
Same procedure: find the maximum of the posterior . . .

Results for R = 5: Much more stable!

M a0 a1 a2

true 0.25 1.57 2.47
2 0.25±0.02 1.63±0.4 3.2±1.3
3 0.25±0.02 1.65±0.5 3±2.3
4 0.25±0.02 1.64±0.5 3±2.4
5 0.25±0.02 1.64±0.5 3±2.4

What to choose for R? =⇒ marginalize over R (integrate).

We used a Gaussian prior; where did this come from?
=⇒ Maximum entropy distribution for 〈∑i a2

i 〉 = (M + 1)R2
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Aside: Maximum entropy to determine prior pdfs

Basic idea: least biased pr(x) from maximizing entropy

S[pr(x)] = −
∫

dx pr(x) log
[

pr(x)

m(x)

]

subject to constraints from the prior information
m(x) is an appropriate measure (often uniform)

One constraint is normalization:
∫

dx pr(x) = 1
=⇒ alone it leads to uniform pr(x)

If the average variance is assumed to be: 〈∑i a2
i 〉 = (M + 1)R2,

for fixed M and R (“ensemble naturalness”) maximize

Q[pr(a|M,R)] = −
∫

da pr(a|M,R) log
[

pr(a|M,R)

m(x)

]
+ λ0

[
1−

∫
da pr(a|M,R)

]
+ λ1

[
(M + 1)R2 −

∫
da a2pr(a|M,R)]

]
Then

δQ
δpr(a|M,R)

= 0 and m(a) = const. =⇒ pr(a|M,R) =

(
M∏

i=0

1√
2πR

)
exp
(
− a2

2R2

)
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Diagnostic tools 1: Triangle plots of posteriors from MCMC
Sample the posterior with an implementation of Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) [note: MCMC not actually needed for this example!]

M=3$(up$to$x3)$
Uniform$prior$

M=3$(up$to$x3)$
Gaussian$prior$with$R=5$

With uniform prior, parameters play off each other

With naturalness prior, much less correlation; note that a2 and a3
return prior =⇒ no information from data (but marginalized)



Diagnostic tools 2: Variable xmax plots =⇒ change fit range
Plot ai with M = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as a function of endpoint of fit data (xmax)

Uniform prior Naturalness prior (R = 5)



Diagnostic tools 2: Variable xmax plots =⇒ change fit range
Plot ai with M = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as a function of endpoint of fit data (xmax)

Uniform prior Naturalness prior (R = 5)

For M = 0, g(x) = a0 works only at lowest x (otherwise range too large)

Very small error (sharp posterior), but wrong!

Prior is irrelevant given a0 values; we need to account for higher orders

Bayesian solution: marginalize over higher M



Diagnostic tools 2: Variable xmax plots =⇒ change fit range
Plot ai with M = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as a function of endpoint of fit data (xmax)

Uniform prior Naturalness prior (R = 5)

For M = 1, g(x) = a0 + a1x works with smallest xmax only

Errors (yellow band) from sampling posterior

Prior is irrelevant given ai values; we need to account for higher orders

Bayesian solution: marginalize over higher M



Diagnostic tools 2: Variable xmax plots =⇒ change fit range
Plot ai with M = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as a function of endpoint of fit data (xmax)

Uniform prior Naturalness prior (R = 5)

For M = 2, entire fit range is usable

Priors on a1, a2 important for a1 stability with xmax

For this problem, using higher M is the same as marginalization



Diagnostic tools 2: Variable xmax plots =⇒ change fit range
Plot ai with M = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as a function of endpoint of fit data (xmax)

Uniform prior Naturalness prior (R = 5)

For M = 3, uniform prior is off the screen at lower xmax

Prior gives ai stability with xmax =⇒ accounts for higher orders not in model

For this problem, higher M is the same as marginalization



Diagnostic tools 2: Variable xmax plots =⇒ change fit range
Plot ai with M = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as a function of endpoint of fit data (xmax)

Uniform prior Naturalness prior (R = 5)

For M = 4, uniform prior has lost a0 as well

Prior gives ai stability with xmax

For this problem, higher M is the same as marginalization



Diagnostic tools 2: Variable xmax plots =⇒ change fit range
Plot ai with M = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as a function of endpoint of fit data (xmax)

Uniform prior Naturalness prior (R = 5)

For M = 5, g(x) = a0 uniform prior has lost a0 as well (range too large)

Prior gives ai stability with xmax

For this problem, higher M is the same as marginalization



Diagnostic tools 3: How do you know what R to use?
Gaussian naturalness prior but let R vary over a large range

actual&value&

actual&value&

actual&value&

Error bands from posteriors (integrating over other variables)
Light dashed lines are maximum likelihood (uniform prior) results
Each ai has a reasonable plateau from about 2 to 10 =⇒ marginalize!



Diagnostic tools 4: error plots (à la Lepage)

Plot residuals (data − predicted) from truncated expansion

5% relative data error shown by bars on selected points

Theory error dominates data error for residual over 0.05 or so

Slope increase order =⇒ reflects truncation =⇒ “EFT” works!

Intersection of different orders at breakdown scale



How the Bayes way fixes issues in the model problem

By marginalizing over higher-order terms, we are able to use all
the data, without deciding where to break; we find stability with
respect to expansion order and amount of data

Prior on naturalness suppresses overfitting by limiting how much
different orders can play off each other

Statistical and systematic uncertainties are naturally combined

Diagnostic tools identify sensitivity to prior, whether the EFT is
working, breakdown scale, theory vs. data error dominance, . . .

M=3$

a0$is$determined$
$by$the$data$

M=3$

a1$is$determined$
$by$the$data$



How the Bayes way fixes issues in the model problem

By marginalizing over higher-order terms, we are able to use all
the data, without deciding where to break; we find stability with
respect to expansion order and amount of data

Prior on naturalness suppresses overfitting by limiting how much
different orders can play off each other

Statistical and systematic uncertainties are naturally combined

Diagnostic tools identify sensitivity to prior, whether the EFT is
working, breakdown scale, theory vs. data error dominance, . . .

M=3$

a2$is$a$combina.on$

M=3$

a3$is$undetermined$



Bayesian model selection

Determine the evidence for different models M1 and M2 via
marginalization by integrating over possible sets of parameters a in
different models, same D and information I.

The evidence ratio for two different models:

pr(M2|D, I)
pr(M1|D, I)

=
pr(D|M2, I) pr(M2|I)
pr(D|M1, I) pr(M1|I)

The Bayes Ratio: implements Occam’s Razor

pr(D|M2, I)
pr(D|M1, I)

=

∫
pr(D|a2,M2, I) pr(a2|M2, I) da2∫
pr(D|a1,M1, I) pr(a1|M1, I) da1

Note these are integrations over all parameters an; not comparing fits!

If the model is too simple, the particular dataset is very unlikely

If the model is too complex, the model has too much “phase space”



Bayesian model selection: polynomial fitting

degree%1% degree%2% degree%3%

degree%4% degree%5% degree%1%degree%6%

Likelihood%

Evidence%

degree%[adapted%from%Tom%Minka,%h?p://alumni.media.mit.edu/~tpminka/statlearn/demo/]%

The likelihood considers the single most probable curve, and always increases
with increasing degree. The evidence is a maximum at 3, the true degree!
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